
Published in T. Matsumoto, ed., Proc. of the \4th ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security",Zurich, 1-4 April 1997, pp. 135-141, ACM Press, 1997.On the importance of securing your bins:The garbage-man-in-the-middle attackMarc JoyeUCL Crypto Group, D�ep. de Math.,Universit�e de Louvain, BELGIUME-mail: joye@agel.ucl.ac.be Jean-Jacques QuisquaterUCL Crypto Group, D�ep. d'�Electricit�e,Universit�e de Louvain, BELGIUME-mail: jjq@dice.ucl.ac.beURL: http://www.dice.ucl.ac.be/crypto/AbstractIn this paper, we address the following problem: \ Is it pos-sible to weaken/attack a scheme when a (provably) securecryptosystem is used? ". The answer is yes. We exploit weakerror-handling methods. Our attack relies on the cryptana-lyst being able to modify some ciphertext and then gettingaccess to the decryption of this modi�ed ciphertext. More-over, it applies on many cryptosystems, including RSA, Ra-bin, LUC, KMOV, Demytko, ElGamal and its analogues,3-pass system, knapsack scheme, etc. . .1 IntroductionAt Eurocrypt'96, Coppersmith, Franklin, Patarin and Re-iter [4] presented a serious weakness in the basic protocolfor encrypting related messages using the RSA public-keycryptosystem [24] with low exponent. Therefore, if an au-thority uses a RSA-based protocol to distribute secret keysamong a group of users, a cryptanalyst can recover the se-cret keys of the users which have a relatively small publicencryption key (typically less than 32 bits).Suppose that Alice has a small public encryption keyand that the authority wants to send her the secret key kA,then the cryptanalyst does the following. He intercepts theciphertext corresponding to kA. So, since Alice does not re-ceive the ciphertext, she asks the authority to re-send it. Ifthe system is not well designed (for example, if the time oran ID number is included before the encryption), then thecryptanalyst applies the attack of Coppersmith et al. to re-cover the secret key from the two corresponding ciphertexts(the intercepted one and its retransmission).Moreover, even if the authority is more malicious andchooses a clever protocol in order to prevent the previous at-tack, we will show that a cryptanalyst will be able to recoverall the secrets keys, and not only the ones encrypted with asmall exponent. Last but not least, our attack is of very gen-eral nature. It applies on many public-key cryptosystems,including RSA [24], Rabin [23, 30], LUC [27], KMOV [19],Demytko [8], ElGamal [12] and its analogues [28, 17], 3-passsystem [10], knapsack scheme [25], etc. . .

The basic idea of our attack relies on the possibility to getaccess to the \bin" of the recipient. In fact, if the cryptan-alyst intercepts, transforms and re-sends a ciphertext, thenthe corresponding plaintext will be meaningless when theauthorized receiver (say, Alice) will decrypt it. So, Alicewill discard it. If the cryptanalyst can get access to thesediscards, he will be able to recover the original plaintext ifthe transformation is done in a clever way. Such an attackwas already be mounted against the RSA by Davida [5]. Inmany situations, we can get access to the discards, as forexample,� bad implementation of softwares or bad architectures;� negligent secretaries;� recovering of a previously deleted message, by a toollike the <undelete> command with MS-DOS;another scenario is to ask the victim to sign the forged mes-sages. Our working hypothesis are thus not unrealistic.Consequently, the lesson of this paper is that the readerhas to be very careful of using a given protocol to distributesecrets keys. In fact, the security of the used cryptosystemis not enough to guarantee the security of the transmitteddata; we have also to really delete the discards, i.e. to secureour \bins".The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we re-view the attack of Davida and give some (immediate) exten-sions. Next, we present our attack in Section 3. Section 4deals with further results. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.The reader who is not familiar with Lucas sequences/ellipticcurves over a ring and the resulting cryptosystems may con-sult the appendix.2 Attack of DavidaLet p and q be two secret carefully chosen primes, and letn = pq be the corresponding public RSA modulus. The pair(e; d) of public encryption/secret decryption keys of Bob arechosen according to ed = 1 (mod �(n)).ySuppose Alice wants to send a message m to Bob. Usingthe Bob's public encryption key, she computes c = me modn, and sends it to Bob. Then, because only Bob knows thesecret decryption key d, he can recover the message m =cd mod n.However, a cryptanalyst (Carol) can also recover themessage as follows. She intercepts the ciphertext c, andy� denotes the Euler totient function, i.e. �(n) is the number ofpositive integers < n and relatively prime to n.
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1,2,3Figure 1: General description.replaces it by c0 = cke mod n where k is a random num-ber. Then, when Bob will decrypt c0, he will computem0 = c0d mod n. Since the message m0 is meaningless, hewill discard it. Consequently, if Carol can get access to m0,she recovers the original message m by computingm0k�1 = c0dk�1 = cd = m (mod n):This attack, �rst proposed by Davida [5], relies on thehomomorphic nature of the RSA. Thus, it can easily be ex-tended to other systems which have the same property [9].So, DeMillo et al. [7] showed that the knapsack system isalso vulnerable to this system. The same conclusion holdsfor the ElGamal cryptosystem and its variants based on Lu-cas sequences and elliptic curves over a �nite �eld.[Encryption] For sending a message m to Bob, Alicechooses a random r that is relatively prime to p�1. Then, she looks to the public key of Bob, y =gx mod p where x is the secret key of Bob. Shecomputes the pair (a = gr mod p; b = myr modp) and sends it to Bob.[Interception/modi�cation] Carol intercepts the pair(a; b) and replaces it by (a; b0 = bk mod p) wherek is a random. Next, she sends the modi�ed pairto Bob.[Decryption] Using his secret key x, Bob com-putes m0 = b0a�x = mk (mod p). Since m0 ismeaningless, Bob discards it.[Recovering] From m0, Carol recovers the originalmessage m = m0k�1 mod p.Figure 2: Attacking ElGamal.3 Our attack3.1 General descriptionThe basic attack of Davida does not apply to all cryptosys-tems. We need another tool:Theorem 1 (Lagrange) Let G be a (multiplicative) �-nite group of order n. Then each element a of G satis�esto an = 1.

Let Ee(�), Dd(�) and Tk(�) be respectively the public en-cryption function, the corresponding secret decryption func-tion and the cryptanalytic transformation function.Now, imagine Alice wants to send the message m to Bob.She �rst computes the ciphertext c = Ee(m), and sends itto Bob. Suppose that the cryptanalyst, Carol, interceptsthe ciphertext c, and modi�es it into c0 = Tk(c) accordingto the theorem of Lagrange. Next, Bob decrypts c0, andgets m0 = Dd(c0). Since the message m0 has no meaning,Bob discards it. Finally, if Carol can get access to m0, thenshe recovers the message m from c; k; c0 and m0 from a non-trivial relation.We shall illustrate this attack on two cryptosystems thatare not susceptible to the basic attack of Davida: LUCand KMOV/Demytko.� However, the same cryptanalysisremains valid for other systems.3.2 Illustrations3.2.1 Attacking LUCFor the LUC cryptosystem, the enciphering function and thedeciphering function are respectively de�ned byEe : L(D; n)! L(D;n);(m; �) 7! (c; �) = (Ve(m; 1); �) mod n; (1)Dd : L(D; n)! L(D;n);(c0; �) 7! (m0; �) = (Vd(c0; 1); �) mod n: (2)In order to modify the ciphertext c into c0, the cryptan-alyst uses the transformation functionTk : L(D; n)! L(D; n);(c; �) 7! (c0; �) = (Vk(c; 1); �) mod n: (3)The non-trivial relation enabling the attack comes fromthe following proposition.Proposition 1 Let fVkg be the Lucas sequence with param-eters P and Q = 1. ThenVk(P; 1) = P k � k�2Xi = 1i odd� kk�i2 �Vi(P; 1): (4)�See the appendix for a description of these cryptosystems.



So, it is possible to express recursively Vk(P; 1) as a poly-nomial of degree k in the indeterminate P .Consequently, to recover the message m, the cryptana-lyst, Carol, does the following.[Lagrange's modi�cation] Carol interceptsc = Ve(m; 1) mod n and replaces it byc0 = Vk(c; 1) mod n, where k is relatively primeto e.[Recovery of m0] Next, she gets from Bob the valueof m0, the plaintext corresponding to c0:m0 = Vd(c0; 1) = Vdk(c; 1) = Vdke(m; 1)= Vk(m; 1) (mod n):[Non-trivial relation] She constructs the polynomialsP;Q 2 ZZn[x] given byP(x) = Ve(x; 1)� c and Q(x) = Vk(x; 1)�m0;for which m is a root. Then, she computesR = gcd(P;Q);that is with a very high probability a polynomialof degree 1. So, Carol obtains the value of m bysolving R in x.Figure 3: Attacking LUC.3.2.2 Attacking KMOV/DemytkoTo present the attack, we need to introduce the divisionpolynomials (see [26], p. 105). They are recursively de�nedby	1 = 1; 	2 = 2y; 	3 = 3x4 + 6ax2 + 12bx� a2;	4 = 4y(x6 + 5ax4 + 20bx3 � 5a2x2 � 4abx� 8b2 � a3);	2m+1 = 	m+2	3m �	m�1	2m+1 (m � 2);2y	2m = 	m(	m+2	2m�1 �	m�2	2m+1) (m � 2):Proposition 2 Let En(a; b) be an elliptic curve over thering ZZn. De�ne the polynomials �k and !k by�k = x	2k �	k+1	k�1;4y !k = 	k+2	2k�1 �	k�2	2k+1:(a) 	k, �k, y�1!k (for k odd) and (2y)�1	k, �k, !k (fork even) are polynomials in ZZ[a; b; x; y2]. Hence, byreplacing y2 by x3 + ax+ b, they will be considered aspolynomials in ZZ[a; b; x].(b) As polynomials in x,�k(x) = xk2 + lower order terms;	k(x)2 = k2xk2�1 + lower order termsare relatively prime polynomials.(c) If P 2 En(a; b), then[k]P = � �k(P )	k(P )2 ; !k(P )	k(P )3� (mod n):

Corollary 1 There is a univariate polynomial relation be-tween the x-coordinates of a point P and any of its multiplekP over the elliptic curve En(a; b) given by�k�x(P )�� x([k]P )	k�x(P )�2 = 0 (mod n):z (5)To illustrate the attack, we will only focus on the �rstcoordinate of the points on En(a; b). By (5), we have apolynomial relation between the �rst coordinate of a pointand the �rst coordinate of any multiple of this point.Let mx be the message to be encrypted. This messagewill be represented by the point M = (mx; my) on the el-liptic curve En(a; b). Then, the cryptanalyst proceeds in asimilar way as for LUC to recover the message mx.[Lagrange's modi�cation] Carol interceptscx = x([e]M) and replaces it by c0x = x([k]C),where k is relatively prime to e.[Recovery of m0] Next, she gets from Bob the valueof m0x, the plaintext corresponding to c0x:m0x = x([d]C0) = x([dke]M) = x([k]M):[Non-trivial relation] She constructs the polynomialsP;Q 2 ZZn[x] given byP(x) = �e(x)� cx	e(x)2and Q(x) = �k(x)�m0x	k(x)2;for which mx is a root. Then, she computesR = gcd(P;Q);that is with a very high probability a polynomialof degree 1. So, Carol obtains the value of mx bysolving R in x.Figure 4: Attacking KMOV/Demytko.3.3 AnalysisIn [22], Patarin estimates that the computation of a GCDmay be done as long as the exponent of the polynomial isless than 32-bit long. So, unlike the basic attack of Davidaagainst the RSA, from relation (4), our attack applies onLUC only if the public encryption exponent e has lengthless than 32 bits. Moreover, when Alice encrypts a messagewith the KMOV or Demytko cryptosystem with a publicexponent e, the polynomial relation (5) is of order e2 in-stead of e as in LUC. Therefore, our attack is useless againstKMOV/Demytko if the encryption exponent e has lengthgreater than 16 bits.To overcome this drawback, the cryptanalyst (Carol) hasto apply the attack in two times. We shall illustrate thetechnique on KMOV/Demytko. The notation is the sameas used in paragraph 3.2.2.Let M = (mx;my) and C = [e]M = (cx; cy) be twopoints on the elliptic curve En(a; b), where e is the publicencryption key of Bob. Let mx be the message to be en-crypted. Then, the attack goes as follows. Carol interceptscx, and replaces it by c01;x = x([k1]C). Next, Bob computesm01;x = x([d]C01) = x([dk1e]M) = x([k1]M): (6)zx(P ) denotes the x-coordinate of the point P .



Carol chooses k2 (relatively prime to k1), and sends c02;x =x([k2]C) to Bob. Then, Bob computesm02;x = x([d]C02) = x([dk2e]M) = x([k2]M): (7)Therefore, from relations (6) and (7), Carol forms the poly-nomials P and Q 2 ZZn[x] given byP(x) = �k1(x)�m01;x	k1(x)2and Q(x) = �k2(x)�m02;x	k2(x)2;for whichmx is a root. So, if k1 and k2 are \small" (typicallyless than 16-bit long), then by solving the polynomial R =gcd(P;Q), Carol obtains the message mx.4 Further results4.1 Substituting the authorityImagine we deal with a key distribution scheme. If the crypt-analyst intercepts the encrypted key c sent by the authorityto Bob, and modi�es it into c0, then Bob will discover thatthe key is corrupted when he will decrypt it. Therefore, hewill ask to the authority to re-send the key. If now, thecryptanalyst plays the role of the authority, i.e. if he sendsthe encrypted key c, then the authority will never know thata pirate knows the secret key of Bob. The cryptanalyst be-haves thus transparently for the authority.4.2 Concealing the cryptanalystThe aim of the cryptanalyst is to modify the ciphertext cin such a way that Bob is not able to make the di�erencebetween his modi�cation and noise (error of transmission)on the public channel. Consequently, he has to modify cin an apparently random way. So, he has to use \large"exponent for the transformation or to use the basic attackof Davida (when applicable).We shall illustrate this topic on LUC. We use the samenotation as in 3.2.1. Imagine that the cryptanalyst, Carol,chooses a small exponent k in order to speed up the compu-tation of the GCD. Then, Bob can \prove" that somebody(i.e. Carol) modi�ed the ciphertext c into c0 by recoveringk. He has just to compare (modulo n) Vj(m; 1) with m0,for j = 2; 3; : : : ; k. To prevent this, Carol has to choose arelatively large exponent k. However, in order to recoverthe plaintext, she has to get access two or three times to thebin.Let m be the message that Alice wants to send to Bob,and let c = Ve(m; 1) mod n be the corresponding ciphertext,where e is the public key of Bob. Then, the attack is thefollowing.Carol intercepts c, and replaces it by c01 = Vk1(c; 1) modn. Bob receives c01, and decrypts it with its secret key das m01 = Vd(c01; 1) mod n. Bob asks Alice to re-send c,and Carol sends c02 = Vk2(c; 1) mod n. When Bob com-putes m02 = Vd(c02; 1) mod n, he �nds a meaningless mes-sage. So, he asks to Alice to send a third time the ciphertextc. Next, Carol sends c03 = Vk3(c; 1) mod n. Bob decryptsc03 to m03 = Vd(c03; 1) mod n, . . .Now, from the discards m0i (i = 1; 2(; 3)), Carol canrecover the original message m if k1; k2 and k3 and correctlychosen. This can for instance be done by selectingk1 = rst; k2 = ru and k3 = sv;

where r and s are small, and gcd(st; u) = gcd(rt; v) = 1.Note that t; u and v must be su�ciently large to disableBob to distinguish noise with piracy on the public channel.From our choices on the transformation keys ki, Carolobtainsm01 = Vrst(m; 1) = Vst�Vr(m; 1); 1�= Vrt�Vs(m; 1); 1� (mod n);m02 = Vru(m; 1) = Vu�Vr(m; 1); 1� (mod n);m03 = Vsv(m; 1) = Vv�Vs(m; 1); 1� (mod n):Next, she forms the polynomials Q1r ;Q2 2 ZZn[y] given byQ1r (y) = Vst(y; 1)�m01 and Q2(y) = Vu(y; 1)�m02;for which Vr(m; 1) is a root.Hence, by computing R = gcd(Q1r ;Q2), she gets (with ahigh probability) a polynomial of degree 1, for which mr =Vr(m; 1) mod n is the root.Now, if e is small, Carol recovers the original message mby constructing P;R 2 ZZn[x] given byP(x) = Ve(x; 1)� c and R(x) = Vr(x; 1)�mr;and by computing gcd(P;Q), she recovers the original mes-sage m as explained before.Otherwise, she constructs the polynomials Q1s ;Q3 2ZZn[z] asQ1s (z) = Vrt(z; 1)�m01 and Q3(z) = Vv(z; 1) �m03;for which Vs(m; 1) is a root.Hence, by computing S = gcd(Q1s ;Q3), she gets (with ahigh probability) a polynomial of degree 1, for which ms =Vs(m; 1) mod n is the root. Next, from polynomials R;S 2ZZn[x] given by R(x) = Vr(x; 1)�mr and S(x) = Vs(x; 1)�ms, she computes gcd(Q;R) and recovers the message m.Remark. It is possible to speed up the computation by usingthe ideas developed in [1] (see [16] for KMOV/Demytko).This will be done in a future work.4.3 Combinations/Broadcast encryptionThere are basically three ways for a cryptanalyst to recovera message1. to force the retransmission;2. to have a look in the bin;3. to ask a signature.Therefore, by combining these methods, it is possible torecover the message.Furthermore, if the same message is broadcasted to sev-eral people, the security is compromised if only two or threepersons are negligent (i.e. do not protect their bins).4.4 Rabin-type cryptosystemsThe Rabin-type cryptosystems [23, 30] have the advantageto be provably as intractable as factorization. However,since they are completely insecure against a chosen-cipher-text attack, our attack enables to recover the factorizationof the public modulus n.
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A Lucas sequencesIn 1993, Smith [27] proposed to use the Lucas sequences inorder to construct a public-key cryptosystem.The reader who is not familiar with Lucas sequences mayfound an elementary introduction in [2].A.1 De�nitionLet D be an integer congruent to 0 or 1 modulo 4, which is anon-square, and let P be an integer with the same parity asD such that 4 divides P 2�D. The Lucas sequences fUigi�0and fVigi�0 are de�ned byVi + UipD = 21�i(P +pD)i: (8)It can easily be shown that the numbers Ui and Vi satisfythe following relations:U0 = 0; U1 = 1; V0 = 2; V1 = P;Ui+j = UiVj �QjUi�j ;Vi+j = ViVj �QjVi�j ;where Q = (P 2 �D)=4.Moreover, if we take Q = 1 in the de�nition of the Lu-cas sequences and if n is relatively prime to 2D, then wecall L(D; n) the group of Lucas sequences (see [2], p. 196).The elements of L(D; n) are the pairs (Vi; Ui) modulo nobtained from the Lucas sequences fVig and fUig with pa-rameter Q = 1. The identity element is (2; 0). Two elements(Vk; Uk); (Vm; Um) 2 L(D; n) are composed according to thelaw @ de�ned by (Vk; Uk)@(Vm; Um) = (Vk+m; Uk+m).Theorem 2 If pe11 pe22 � � � perr is the prime factorization of n,then the order of L(D; n) is given by#L(D;n) = (p1 ��Dp1�)pe1�11 (p2 ��Dp2�)pe2�12 � � �(pr ��Dpr�)per�1r :xCorollary 2 Let 	(p) = p � (D=p), where p is a primewhich does not divide 2D. Then, for any integer k,Vk	(p)+1(P; 1) � P (mod p):A.2 LUCThe LUC cryptosystem is based on the following proposi-tion.Proposition 3 Let Vi(P; 1) be the ith terms of the Lucassequence fVig with parameters P and Q = 1. Then,Vmk(P; 1) = Vm�Vk(P; 1); 1�:Each user chooses two secret large primes p and q, andpublishes their product n = pq. Next, he chooses a publicencryption key e which is relatively prime to (p�1), (p+1),(q � 1) and (q + 1).To send an encrypted message m to Bob, Alice looksto Bob's public key e, and using the Lucas sequence fVig,x(D=p) denotes the Legendre symbol and is equal to 1 or �1 if Dis a quadratic residue modulo p or not.



she forms the ciphertext c = Ve(m; 1) mod n. Since Bobknows the factors p and q, he is able to compute the se-cret decryption key d according to ed = 1 mod 	(n), where	(n) = lcm(p � (D=p); q � (D=q)). Therefore, he recoversthe message m by computingVd�Ve(m; 1); 1� = Ved(m; 1) = V1(m; 1) = m (mod n):B Elliptic curvesIn 1991, Koyama, Maurer, Okamoto and Vanstone [19] pro-posed new trapdoor one-way functions (TOFs) based on el-liptic curves over the ring ZZn. We call KMOV the resultingcryptosystem. Two years later, Demytko [8] proposed an-other cryptosystem based on the same structure.For an introduction to elliptic curves, the reader mayconsult [20, 18]. A deeper study may be found in [26].B.1 Elliptic curves over ZZnLet IFp be a prime �eld of characteristic p 6= 2; 3, and leta; b 2 IFp such that 4a2+27b3 6= 0. An elliptic curve over IFpwith parameters a and b is the set of points (x; y) satisfyingthe Weierstra� equationy2 = x3 + ax+ b; (9)together with a special point O called the point at in�nity.Such a curve will be denoted by Ep(a; b).Let P;Q 2 Ep(a; b), ` be the line connecting P and Q(tangent line if P = Q), and T be the third point of intersec-tion of ` with Ep(a; b). Let `0 be the line connecting T andO. Then P +Q is the point such that `0 intersects Ep(a; b)at T;O and P + Q. This composition law makes Ep(a; b)into an Abelian group with identity element O.An elliptic curve over the ring ZZn is de�ned in the sameway, except that all computations are done modulo n insteadof modulo p. However the resulting structure is not a group,but a proposition similar to the Lagrange theorem holds.Proposition 4 Let n = pq, where p and q are prime. LetEn(a; b) be an elliptic curve such that gcd(4a3+27b2; n) = 1,and let Nn = lcm(#Ep(a; b);#Eq(a; b)): (10)Then, for any P 2 En(a; b), and any integer k,[kNn + 1]P = Pon En(a; b).{Remark. As mentioned in [19], it is also possible to de�nean elliptic curve over a ring such that the resulting structureis a group.B.2 KMOV/DemytkoThe KMOV and the Demytko cryptosystems are both basedon elliptic curves over the ring ZZn, where n is the productof two primes p and q.Imagine Alice wants to send a message m to Bob. She�rst represents the message m by a publicly known way asa point M = (mx;my) of the elliptic curve En(a; b). Then,{[k]P means P + P + � � �+ P| {z }k times .

by using the public encryption key of Bob, she computesC = (cx; cy) = [e]M over En(a; b).To recover the message m, Bob computes M = [d]Cover En(a; b) with his secret decryption d according to ed =1 (modNn).In the KMOV cryptosystem, the primes p and q are bothcongruent to 2 modulo 3, and the parameter a is equal to 0.In that case, we can show thatNn = lcm(#Ep(0; b);#Eq(0; b)) = lcm(p+ 1; q + 1):Since Nn does not depend on b, the parameter b is chosenaccording to b = m2y �m3x mod n:With the Demytko cryptosystem, in order to decryptC = (cx; cy), Bob computes [di]C, where the decryption keyd = di is chosen so thatedi � 1 (mod Nn;i) (i = 1; : : : ; 4);with 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Nn;1 = lcm(#Ep(a; b);#Eq(a; b))if (w=p) = 1 and (w=q) = 1Nn;2 = lcm(#Ep(a; b);#Eq(a; b))if (w=p) = 1 and (w=q) 6= 1Nn;3 = lcm(#Ep(a; b);#Eq(a; b))if (w=p) 6= 1 and (w=q) = 1Nn;4 = lcm(#Ep(a; b);#Eq(a; b))if (w=p) 6= 1 and (w=q) 6= 1 ,and w = c3x + acx + b mod n.yyRemarks. 1) In the KMOV cryptosystem, it is also possibleto work on the elliptic curve En(a; 0), if one chooses p andq both congruent to 3 modulo 4.2) The computation of the second coordinate can be avoidedif the algorithm described in [2, pp. 211-216] is used.

yyEp(a; b) denotes the complementary group of Ep(a; b), i.e. the setof points satisfying Weierstra� equation (9) together with O, wherey is of the form upv with v is a �xed quadratic non-residue modulop and u 2 IFp.


